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Abstracts 

 
Raija Sarasti-Wilenius (University of Helsinki):  
Encomia of places at the Academy of Turku in the 17th century 
 

Description and praise of home cities and provinces was a popular theme in the students’ 
Latin speeches delivered at the Academy of Turku in the seventeenth century. Boosting 
national self-esteem, the tradition of these encomia went well together with the 
seventeenth-century movement that aimed to create a past that suited Sweden’s position 
as a contemporary European great power. This paper studies rhetorical and 
argumentative techniques used in the presentation of the Swedish nation’s early history 
in these speeches, paying special attention to descriptions of national qualities (of the 
Swedes and other nations) and to the deployment of historical exempla. 

 
Poul Grinder-Hansen (Nationalmuseet, Copenhagen): 
Søren Abildgaard - a patriotic antiquarian draughtsman from 18th C Denmark 
 

The Danish antiquarian and draughtsman Søren Abildgaard (1718-1791) documented 
monuments for the Antiquarian Jacob Langebek as a part of a project collecting sources 
for Danish history.  More than 850 drawings by Søren Abildgaard survive, most of them 
from Denmark, but more than 100 of these were made during a scientific research 
voyage along the Baltic coast which Abildgaard and Langebek undertook in 1753-54 
together with the Swedish Antiquarian Niels Brocman. The paper discusses the scope 
and results of this journey and presents  the work and life of Abildgaard, as a case-study 
of Antiquarian activities in the Age of Enlightenment. 

 
Jonas Nordin (Kungliga biblioteket, Stockholm):  
Erik Dahlbergh’s images of Sweden’s past 
 

Erik Dahlbergh’s Suecia antiqua et hodierna is one of the most influential books in the 
history of Swedish print. The title – “Sweden, ancient and contemporary” – implies 
something of the content of its roughly 350 engravings. Dahlbergh’s prints have been 
widely criticized for propagating a false and exaggerated image of, not least, ancient 
monuments. However, a closer study of the content and chronology of Dahlbergh’s 
images suggests that he was quite indifferent to Sweden’s supposed “Gothic” past, and 
that he rather fell prey to the enthusiasm of some of his collaborators. Can this case tell 
us something about the “Gothic” historiographical tradition in general?  

 
 



Elena Dahlberg (Uppsala Universitet):  
An antiquarian pursuit: Magnus Rönnow’s poem Scanicae Runae cum Ense Thorsiöensi 
(1716)  
 

In 1716, Magnus Rönnow wrote the following poem: Scanicae Runae cum Ense 
Thorsiöensi Augustissimo donatae Regi Carolo XII. There, he describes a rune stone and 
a sword, depictions of which artifacts he presented to Charles XII during his stay in Lund. 
The poem’s major theme is Sweden’s noble past. As a scholar of the Antikvitetsarkivet, 
Rönnow had to produce drawings of ancient remains. This task constituted part of a 
bigger political programme, namely the project of promoting the image of Sweden as a 
great power. The paper will discuss Rönnow’s poem as a product of this antiquarian 
(read: ideological) endeavour. 

 
Peter Zeeberg (Det Danske Sprog- og Litteraturselskab):  
Troy i Trondheim and Nestor from Næstved – Ludvig Holberg’s satire on Rudbeck’s 
Atlantica 
 

The Danish/Norwegian enlightenment author Ludvig Holberg (1684-1754) was 
professor of history at the university of Copenhagen. In this capacity he published among 
others a history of Denmark (1732-35), a history of the Christian church (1738) and a 
history of the Jewish people (1742). But parallel to his academic work he was a prolific 
author of satire, comedies, essays etc. The two sides meet in one of his essays, Epistle 
193 (1750), which is a satire on Rudbeck’s Atlantica, focusing on his etymological 
methods. The paper will discuss the essay in the light of Holberg’s own historical 
methods as well as his other satirical works. 

 
Bernhard Schirg (Freie Universität Berlin):  
The Northern face of January 
 

Two-faced Janus belongs to the most iconic members of the Roman Olymp. Being aware 
that their pantheon was adopted from the Greeks, the inhabitants of the Eternal City 
proudly claimed this god as truly their own, tracing his cult back to the early king Numa 
Pompilius, founder of Roman religion. Taking the myth of Janus as a point of departure, 
I will present a case study of how the Swedish polymath Olof Rudbeck (1630-1702) 
endeavored to prove the Nordic origins of this myth that takes such a prominent position 
in the narration of early Roman history. Outlining Rudbeck’s appropriation of Janus 
throughout the volumes of his monumental Atlantica (4 vols., 1679-1702), I will present 
how the god’s iconography, the legend of his installation in Rome, and his role as 
eponym for the month of January were integrated into his systematic appropriation of 
classical mythology, and how this transformation was conceived in Latin dissertations in 
the decades that followed. 

 
Stefan Heinrich Bauhaus (Freie Universität Berlin):  
Etymologized Space – Olof Rudbeck the Elder and the Phrygian language 
 

Etymology is an important tool used by both Olof Rudbeck the Elder and his son. Olof 
Rudbeck the Younger was able to elucidate the opaqueness of the inhabitants of Finland, 
Estonia and Lappland by means of linguistic evidence. His father had already applied a 
less elaborate version of the same method to claim strong ties between the Swedish and 
Phrygian languages. I will demonstrate how these two examples should be interpreted 
with regards to their linguistic value. 



 
Outi Merisalo (University of Jyväskylä):  
De usu diversitatis linguarum. Linguistic past in the dissertations supervised by Carl 
Abraham Clewberg (1712-1765) at the Academia Aboensis 
 

Carl Abraham Clewberg (1712-1765), professor of the Holy Languages , subsequently 
professor of Theology, was undoubtedly one of the key figures of the Royal Academy at 
Turku, Finland, in the middle decades of the eighteenth century.  Born in mainland 
Sweden, he graduated from Uppsala University and undertook a long peregrination in 
continental Europe as tutor to the young noblemen Ulrik Gustav (1727-1809) and Carl 
Julius De La Gardie (1729-1786).  Powerful patronage and excellent family contacts - he 
was second cousin to the Uppsala orientalist Carl Aurivillius - combined with 
remarkable talent and thirst for knowledge made it possible for him to acquire deep-
going knowledge not only of Classical languages but Oriental ones, both ancient and 
modern.  The dissertations that he supervised at the Academia Aboensis between his first 
appointment in  1746 and his death in 1765 cover an extensive field, the subjects ranging 
from Biblical zoology to the finer points of Hebrew, Arabic , Latin and Greek grammar.  
His ideas of the linguistic past of humanity are of particular interest in the general 
context of mid-eighteenth-century debates.  This paper will examine some central aspects 
of Clewberg’s take on the problem. 

 
 
Gottskálk Jensson (The Arnamagnæan Collection, Copenhagen / University of Iceland):  
The Ambitions of Septentrional Scholarship in Copenhagen before 1830 
 

A review of the earliest period of Old Norse-Icelandic scholarship in Copenhagen, from 
the end of the 16th century to the arrival of nationalism and democracy in the 19th 
century, can yield notable insights into the ambitions of the first Danish scholars who 
studied these texts to construct a glorious protestant antiquity for the Danish kingdom 
and to support ideologically the claims of their monarchs to possess Norway and the 
northern islands. My primary focus will be on manuscript collection, translation into 
Latin and editing/printing of Old Norse-Icelandic texts in Copenhagen with the 
indispensible aid of learned Icelandic and Norwegian assistants. 

 
 
Kristoffer Neville (University of California, Riverside):  
Antiquarianism without Antiques: Topographical Evidence and the Formation of the Past 
 

The Gothic debates that framed the self-presentation of the Scandinavian kingdoms and 
some other regions from the sixteenth century to the early eighteenth century were 
largely a literary phenomenon. Scholars elaborated on a group of ancient texts, medieval 
sagas, and other textual sources to build an image of their origins. These methods were 
used elsewhere as well, but Italian antiquarians, for instance, were surrounded by ruins 
that served as complementary evidence, as material proof that helped give their work an 
element of grounded objectivity. However, their colleagues in the far north had relatively 
few such physical objects that could be used as conventional historical evidence, and 
those that emerged often generated more questions than answers. This paper examines 
the ways that Scandinavian (and particularly Swedish) scholars found in the topography 
of the region an alternative to the largely missing antiquities. The land itself became a 
form of evidence in the effort to supplement textual sources and build a defensible 
narrative of the region's early history. 



 
 
Benjamin Hübbe (University of Jyväskylä):  
Trapped and Lost in Translation –The Biblical Moose in Early Modern Antiquarianism 
between Scandinavia and East Central Europe 
 

Is the Moose mentioned in the Bible? Around this question scholars from the German 
territories and the Balitic Seas areas held together a serious controversy during the 17th 
and 18th centuries. Based on Luthers translation of the dietary laws (Deut 14, 5: 
„Elend“=“moose“) other vernacular translations of the Bible, such as the Swedish (1541) 
or the Finnish (1642, 1685) ones, tried to identify the „elgar“ or „hirwi“ in the Scripture. 
Even though this possiblity was also seriously doubted or neglected, every scholar 
involved tried to detect via treatises, dissertations or zooligical descriptions the place of 
the magnum animal from the north within natural (biblical) history. Philological 
assertions on the Hebrew original text and the finding of prehistoric sceletons, such as 
from mooses, elefants or the famous Irish Elk, gave for several decades of the 17th and 
18th centuries life to a well learned controversy. 

 
Jan Loop (University of Kent):  
Johann Fabricius Dantiscanus and the study of Arabic in Northern Germany 
 

My paper will focus on the life and work of Johann Fabricius of Danzig, who, after 
studies in Leiden with Jacobus Golius, attempted to institutionalise the teaching of 
Arabic in Rostock. Although these attempts finally came to nothing, Fabricius still left 
some marks in the history of European oriental studies. Among the results of his efforts 
are the setting up of an Arabic printing press in Rostock, a pioneering discussion of 
Arabic metrics in his widely read Specimen Arabicum, and the first German translation 
of an Arabic text ever to be printed, by one of his students, the poet Andreas Tscherning. 

 
Bernd Roling (Freie Universität Berlin):  
Hyperboreer in Tibet 
 

Stiernhielms und Rudbecks Überzeugung, die aus der Antike bekannten Hyperboreer 
seien als Erben Japhets einst aus dem Osten gekommen und zum Stammvolk der 
Schweden geworden, stieß wie zu erwarten, außerhalb Schwedens ebensowenig auf 
Gegenliebe, wie die von den Rudbeckianern vertretene Hypothese, auch Odin sei einst 
mit seinen Gefolgsleuten aus dem Inneren Asien in Schweden eingewandert, um dort 
zum Gründungsvater der schwedischen Monarchie zu werden. Weder in Rußland, 
Deutschland noch in Dänemark konnte man diesen Varianten des schwedischen 
Patriotismus viel abgewinnen. Beide Thesen jedoch konnten zwischen langsam 
entstehender Ostasienwissenschaft und der Esoterik des ausgehenden 18. Jahrhunderts 
ihre eigene Attraktivität entfalten. Konnten die Hyperboreer nicht mit den Tibetern 
identisch sein? Gab es vielleicht ein Urvolk in Sibirien, eine erste Hochkultur, die 
zugleich zur Mutterkultur der alten Schweden geworden war? Wie Rudbecks gen Osten 
weisende Thesen der Herkunft der 
skandinavischen Kultur im 18. Und frühen 19. Jahrhundert auch Orientalisten wie 
Gottlieb Bayer oder Peter Simon Pallas, aber auch Esoteriker wie Jean Sylvain Bailly 
oder Godfrey Higgins noch beeinflussen konnten, wird dieser Beitrag zeigen. 

 


